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11 Claims. 

1 
Our invention broadly relates to dielectric 

heating apparatus; but more particularly re 
lates to the application of cavity resonators to 
high-frequency dielectric heating apparatus. 
An object of our invention is to provide di 

electric heating apparatus including a resonant 
cavity, more speci?cally, a reentrant resonant 
cavity. 
Another object of our invention is to provide 

a dielectricheating apparatus of a type described 
having a region with a vhigh intensity electric 
field into which the material to be heat-treated 
can be readily placed and removed. 
A more particular object of our invention is to 

provide a dielectric heating apparatus compris 
ing a resonant reentrant cavity having anouter 
shell at ground potential and a readily accessible 
work-receiving space inside the outer shell. The 
shell protects an operator against exposure to 
the high-voltage parts of the equipment. 
In one form of our invention, which form is 

shown and claimed in our application, Serial No. 
701,300, ?led October 4, 1946, now Patent No. 
2,504,109, part of the ‘outer shell is movable for 
loading the work-receiving space of the appara 
tus. This part must be restored in order to place 
the‘apparatus in proper operating condition. In 
this embodiment, the resonant cavity is provided 
with an inner central member having a face 
spaced from a parallel face of an end wall of the 
shell, the end wall being movable so as to permit 
the apparatus to be loaded and unloaded. This 
end wall is at a current nodal point so that the 
joint between it and the rest of the shell does 
not carry any considerable ‘current, and'a loose 
joint can be tolerated, although a close ?t is 
recommended. _ 

In another embodiment of our invention, the 
resonant reentrant cavity takes the form of an 
injecting apparatus suitable for pre-heating or 
otherwise treating plastic material or the like, 
which is forced from the apparatus into a mold. 
In such an embodiment, a part of the resonant 
cavity is provided with an injection nose or noz 
zle. This embodiment, in its broad and speci?c 
aspects, forms the subject matter for claims in 
our present application which is a division of the 
aforesaid application. 

Features,.innovations vand objects of our in 
vention, in addition to the foregoing, will be 
discernible from the following description which 
is to be taken in conjunction with the accom 
panying schematic drawing in which: ’ 
Figure 1 is a central longitudinal view, mostly 

(Cl. 219-47) 
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in section, of apparatus embodying our inven 
tion; 
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Fig. 2 is a longitudinal sectional view of a 
modi?ed form of our invention; 

Fig. 3 is a longitudinal sectional view through 
an injection equipment in accordance with our 
invention, and - 

Fig. 4 is a sectional view substantiallyon the 
lines IV—IV of Fig. 3. 
In the embodiment shown in Fig. l, a resonant 

cavity or chamber of the reentrant type is shown. 
This reentrant resonant cavity is indicated in its 
entirety by the reference numeral 2 and com 
prises an outer member or shell having a hollow 
longitudinal tubular wall 4 and opposite end walls 
6 and 8, respectively. The walls are preferably 
of metal so that the shell constitutes an outer 
metallic enclosure which can be readily grounded 
so as to be at ground potential. The end wall 6 
is unitary with an edge of the tubular wall 4, 
and has secured thereto, or is integral with, a 
solid metallic central member [0 which coaxially 
extends into the tubular wall 4 and is symmetri 
eally arranged with respect to it. The other end 
wall 8 is snugly slidable inside the tubular wall 
4 and can be forcibly moved to any desired dis 
tance from the central member [0 so as to con— 
sti‘tute a plunger. The separation between the 
inner face or work surface H of the end wall 8 
and the facing transverse face of surface 54 of 
the central member l0 provides a work-receiv 
ing space in which dielectric work W, comprising 
a plastic or any other suitable dielectric, may be 
placed for heat-treatment undera pressure of 
a value determined by the force exerted on the 
outer side of the end wall 8. Thisforce is sche 
matically indicated'at Fig. l by the series of ar 
rows and a plunger or rod 16. In order to resist 
this force, the other parts of the cavity would, 
of course, have to be braced. _ 
When the cavity resonator 2 is made to resc 

nate, a current anti-node will be at the end wall 
6. A high voltage will exist between the sepa 
rated faces _l2 and M at the other end of the 
cavity resonator, and this high voltage will di 
electrically heat any work between the faces.v 
The portions of the end wall 8 and the central 

member I0 between which the work is held or 
pressed can be considered to be relatively insu 
lated heating electrodes, such as is found in more 
conventional dielectric heating apparatus. The 
electrode or end wall 8 can be slid into and out 
of the tubular wall 4 so that the dielectric heat 
ing equipment can be loaded and unloaded. 
However, it is obvious that the upper portion of 
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the equipment could be moved instead, or even 
the central member only slid through a hole in 
the end wall 6. This last form, however, has 
the disadvantage that the sliding joint will be 
at a current anti-nodal point so that unless an 
extremely good conductive connection exists 
across the joint, power would be lost unneces 
sarily. 
The shell can be made of any suitable material 

but preferably it should be designed so that it 
will absorb very little power itself. To this end, 
the cavity may be of steel‘ and provided with 
coatings of copper or silver or other metal of 
high conductivity and low permeability. If de 
sired, however, the entire resonant cavity can be 
made of copper. . 
The cavity resonator can be powered by making 

it part of the tank circuit of an oscillator or 
by coupling a conductor loop or a capacitor plate 
to it in a customary manner. The upper limit 
of the frequency at which the cavity resonator 
operates is governed by the size of the work to 
be heat treated between faces 12 and I4. For 
a given set of conditions, the less the capacity 
‘between the faces, the higher will betlie. fre 
quency at which the resonator will oscillate. 
The apparatus has an important ‘advantage 

in that it provides a high degree of safety for 
operation because the outer) shell constitutes an 
enclosure which can easily be kept. at ground 
potential. As a further precaution, any suit 
able safety device could be attachedto the mov 
able wall 8 for interrupting the power to the 
cavity resonator whenever the wall starts to move 
from the heat-treating position. , ' ' 

The cross-section of the reentrant cavity of 
the resonator can be selected as'desired. The 
most convenient form is to make both the central 
member IB and the tubular member 4 circular 
and concentric. In such case, the end walls 6 
and 8 would necessarily be round discs“ How 
ever, We have used a cavity resonator in which 
the central member and outer tubular member 
were square in cross-section, and had their fac 
ing sides parallel. I 

As an indication of the operation of our in 
vention, we have heated in a matter of seconds, 
a plastic preform 9", in diameter, 21/2" thick 
and having a loss factor'of .6 to 1, in a reentrant 
resonant cavity, of a type shown in Fig. l, which 
was square in cross-section and had the follow 
ing dimensions: inside overall length 30", cen 
tral member 12" square on the outside, outer 
tubular member 18" square on the inside. This 
reentrant resonant cavity operated at the fre 
quencies from 65 me. to 80 me. . 

With the electrode surfaces or faces [2 and 
I4 ?at, thevoltage between them will be great 
est at the center and becomes ‘progressively 
smaller between their circumference or periph; 
ery.. With flat, circular electrode surfaces, the 
voltage between any two longitudinally aligned 
points on the electrode surfaces l2 and [4 will 
depend on the radial vdistance from the axis or 
center. A good approximation of the voltage 
distribution can be obtained from the following 
equation: ‘ ~ 

1r’erz 
E =Emax(1 __>\'2_" 

where Ema): is the voltage across the two» center 
points of the surfaces, e is the dielectric constant 
of the work, A is the wave length of the oscilla 
tions, and E is the voltage at the distance, r, 
from thercenter. ' ‘ 
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The amount of heating per unit volume of 

work varies as the square of the voltage so that 
the radial voltage variation may in some cases 
cause non-uniform heating. If the variation is 
large enough to be objectionable, a more uniform 
heating can be obtained by dishing out one of 
the electrode surfaces as indicated at 20 in the 
embodiment shown in Fig. 2, and ?lling the 
dished out portion with a solid dielectric material 
22 of low power ‘factor. The curvature of the 
dished out portion could be calculated for any 
desired ‘voltage distribution across the work to 
be heated.- The voltage across any two longi 
tudinal points at the facing heating surfaces will 
be partially absorbed in the ?lling 22, and the 
remainder in the work W. 

Fig. 2 shows other features which have been 
modi?ed from the embodiment of Fig. 1. Thus, 
the insulated end of the central member I8’ is 
provided with an annular outwardly projecting 
portion or flange.“ so as to be able to heat work 
of larger surface or diameter. Also, the end wall 
8’ is hinged, by a hinge 26, to the outer tubular 
wall 4' and can be forcibly latched closed by a 
latch 28. . ' . ' ‘ , . 

Teachings of our invention are also applicable 
to injection molding, and in Fig. 3 apparatus of 
this type is schematically indicated in its en 
tirety by the, reference numeral 30. It com 
prises a metallic reentrant cavity having an outer 
tubular wall 32, an annular end wall 34 and an 
opposite annular transverse closing end wall 36. 
Extending from the inner edge of the end wall 
34 is a hollow central tubular member 38. A 
metallic streamlined electrode member 40 is con 
nected to the far or insulated end of the central 
tubular member 38 by spaced metal. connecting 
bars 42. 
The end wall 36 is provided with an outwardly 

directed metallic nozzle 44 insulated from and 
spaced from the. associated end- of the central 
tubular member 38 by a stepped ring 46 of insu 
lation. fThe inside of the nose 44 isprovided 
with a suitably shaped face or surface 48 which 
cooperates with a somewhat similarly shaped face 
or surface 50 on the electrode member 43 to 
form a work-receiving space across which a high 
frequency voltage exists. The inside of the. cen 
tral tubular member '38 is adapted to receive 
pellets or otherv suitable plastic material 52 which 
can be forced .by a ram or plunger 54 into the 
work-‘receiving space between the faces 48 and 
50 of the nozzle 44 and electrodev member 49, 
respectively, where tlie'work is heated and ?nally 
discharged out ‘of the nozzle or nose 44, pref 
erably into a mold. - . 

While we have described our invention in con 
nection with several forms now preferred, it is 
obvious that the teachings thereof have wide 
applications and can be embodied in other radi 
cally different forms. ' 

We claim as ourinvention: - , ' 

1. Dielectric heating means comprising a re 
entrant resonant cavity dimensioned to resonate 
at a suitable predetermined frequency and com 
prising-an outer 'shell and an inner member, 
means to excite said cavity with electrical energy 
having said predetermined frequency, portions of 
said shell and said inner member being conduc 
tively secured together, and other portions of 
said shell having a'work surface, and said inner 
member having a work surface spaced from’ and 
facing the first said work surface to'form a noz 
zle-shaped. work-receiving space, said inner 
member comprising a tubular portion having a 
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hole adapted to receive work to be treated, the 
hole communicating with said work receiving 
space, and movable pressure exerting means in 
said hole for forcing work from said hole to said 
work receiving space. 

2. Dielectric heating means comprising a re 
entrant resonant cavity dimensioned to resonate 
at a suitable predetermined frequency and com 
prising an outer shell and an inner hollow tubu 
lar reentrant member, portions of said shell and 
member being conductively secured together, a 
transverse closing wall for said shell spaced from 
said tubular member, said tubular member and 
transverse closing wall being provided with por 
tions forming a nozzle-shaped work-receiving 
space having a work-discharge nose extending 
outwardly away from said tubular member, 
means for exciting the space between said shell 
and tubular member with high-frequency elec 
trical energy having said predetermined fre 
quency, and means to force work to be heat 
treated through the inside of said tubular mem 
ber and through said work-receiving space for 
discharge through said nose. 

3. An invention including that of claim 2 but 
further characterized by the last said means com 
prising a plunger slidable in said tubular member. 

4. Dielectric heating means comprising a re 
entrant resonant cavity dimensioned to resonate 
at a suitable predetermined frequency and com- ‘ 
prising an outer shell and an inner reentrant 
member, said member having a hollow portion 
to contain work to be heat-treated, portions of 
said shell and member being conductively se 
cured together and other portions being spaced 
from each other and shaped to form a work-re 
ceiving nozzle having a work-discharge nose, 
holes communicating between said hollow por 
tion of said member and said work-receiving 
nozzle, and insulating means ?lling a part of said 
spaced portions of said shell and member, for 
directing work from inside said member to said 
nozzle, and means for exciting said cavity with 
electrical energy having said predetermined fre 
quency. 

5. An invention including that of claim 4 but 
further characterized by a pressure-exerting 
means acting in said hollow portion of said mem 
ber applying pressure to force work through the 
nose of said nozzle. 

6. An invention including that of claim 5 but 
further characterized by said pressure-exerting 
means being a plunger slidably ?tting said hol~ 
low portion of said member. 

7. Dielectric heating means comprising a re 
entrant cavity dimensioned to resonate at a suit 
able predetermined frequency and comprising an 
outer shell and an inner hollow tubular reen 
trant member spaced therefrom, said shell and 
member being provided with a nozzle, means 
for forcing work to be dielectrically heated 
through said member and then through said noz 
zle, and means for exciting the space between 
said shell and member with electrical energy hav 
ing said predetermined frequency which also 
permeates said nozzle. 

8. Dielectric heating means comprising a re 
entrant cavity dimensioned to resonate at a suit 
able predetermined frequency and comprising an 
outer shell and an inner hollow tubular reen 
trant member spaced therefrom, a transverse 
closing wall for said shell, said transverse wall 
being provided with an outwardly directed noz 
zle-portion and said tubular member having an 
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inner electrode portion spaced from but extend 
ing into said nozzle-portion, and means for excit 
ing said cavity with electrical energy having said 
predetermined frequency. 

9. Dielectric heating means comprising a re 
entrant cavity dimensioned to resonate at a suit 
able predetermined frequency and comprising an 
outer shell and an inner hollow tubular reen 
trant member spaced therefrom, a transverse 
closing wall for said shell, said transverse wall 
being provided with an outwardly directed noz 
zle-portion, said tubular member having an 
inner electrode portion spaced from but extend 
ing into said nozzle-portion, said electrode por 
tion being circumferentially spaced from said 
tubular member to provide communication from 
said member to said nozzle portion, insulating 
means ?lling a part of the space between said 
electrode portion and nozzle-portion, and means 
for exciting said cavity with electrical energy 
having said predetermined frequency. 

10. Dielectric heating means comprising a re 
entrant cavity dimensioned to resonate at a suit 
able predetermined frequency and comprising an 
outer shell and an inner hollow tubular reen 
trant member spaced therefrom, a transverse 
closing wall for said shell, said transverse wall 
being provided with an outwardly directed noz 
zle-portion, said tubular member having an inner 
electrode portion spaced from but extending into 
said nozzle-portion, and plunger means for forc 
ing work through said inner member and then 
through the space between said nozzle-portion 
and electrode portion, and means for exciting 
said cavity with electrical energy having said 
predetermined frequency. 

11. Dielectric heating means comprising a re 
entrant cavity dimensioned to resonate at a suit 
able predetermined frequency and comprising an 
outer shell and an inner hollow tubular reen 
trant member spaced therefrom, a transverse 
closing wall for said shell, said transverse wall 
being provided with an outwardly directed noz 
zle-portion, said tubular member having an inner 
electrode portion spaced from but extending into 
said nozzle-portion, said electrode portion being 
circumferentially spaced from said nozzle-por 
tion to provide communication between said 
member and said nozzle portion, insulating means 
?lling a part of the space between said electrode 
and nozzle-portions, plunger means for forcing 
work through said inner member and then 
through said space, and means for exciting said 
cavity with electrical energy having said prede 
termined frequency. 

THOMAS W. DAKIN. 
CARROLL N. WORKS. 
FITZHUGH W. BOGGS. 
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